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Walter Feit
This issue of the Journal of Algebra is dedicated to the memory of Walter Feit (October 26,
1930–July 29, 2004), who served for many years as its editor-in-chief.
Walter’s interests and influence ranged widely over all aspects of algebra and geometry, and
the articles in this issue reflect many of those interests. His deepest love was the theory of finite
groups and their representations; and, of course, his most enduring contribution to mathematics
was his collaboration with John G. Thompson on the proof of the solvability of finite groups of
odd order, an awe-inspiring achievement for which he and John shared the 1965 AMS Cole Prize
in Algebra.
The Odd Order Paper opened the gateway to the classification of the finite simple groups. It is
therefore appropriate that three hitherto unpublished contributions to that massive classification
project (by Aschbacher, Goldschmidt, and Harada–Solomon) will appear in this issue, finally
giving some closure to the published record of the original project. Three other contributions to
this issue (by Walter’s friends Abhyankar, Serre, and Thompson) represent mathematics which
has existed for a while but is new to the published record. The remaining articles are new mathe-
matics, and display the continuing vitality of the fields to which Walter made such profound and
lasting contributions.
Walter was much respected and much loved. We miss him.
Ronald Solomon
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